The influence of surface properties of plasma-etched polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) on cell growth and morphology.
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or silicone rubber is a widely used implant material. Approaches to promote tissue integration to PDMS are desirable to avoid clinical problems associated with sliding and friction between tissue and implant. Plasma-etching is a useful way to control cell behavior on PDMS without additional coatings. In this work, different plasma processing conditions were used to modify the surface properties of PDMS substrates. Surface nanotopography and wettability were measured to study their effect on in vitro growth and morphology of fibroblasts. While fluorinated plasma treatments produced nanorough hydrophobic and superhydrophobic surfaces that had negative or little influences on cellular behavior, water vapor/oxygen plasma produced smooth hydrophillic surfaces that enhanced cell growth.